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While crowd workers typically complete a variety of tasks in crowdsourcing platforms, there is no widely
accepted method to successfully match workers to different types of tasks. Researchers have considered using
worker demographics, behavioural traces, and prior task completion records to optimise task assignment.
However, optimum task assignment remains a challenging research problem due to limitations of proposed
approaches, which in turn can have a significant impact on the future of crowdsourcing. We present ‘CrowdCog’,
an online dynamic system that performs both task assignment and task recommendations, by relying on
fast-paced online cognitive tests to estimate worker performance across a variety of tasks. Our work extends
prior work that highlights the effect of workers’ cognitive ability on crowdsourcing task performance. Our
study, deployed on Amazon Mechanical Turk, involved 574 workers and 983 HITs that span across four typical
crowd tasks (Classification, Counting, Transcription, and Sentiment Analysis). Our results show that both our
assignment method and recommendation method result in a significant performance increase (5% to 20%) as
compared to a generic or random task assignment. Our findings pave the way for the use of quick cognitive
tests to provide robust recommendations and assignments to crowd workers.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The availability of an extensive pool of workers willing and able to complete a high number of tasks
has led to crowdsourcing platforms being widely used for data collection efforts by researchers from
many different scientific disciplines (e.g., Psychology, Astronomy, Computer Science, Medicine) and
by organisations. With the increased use of crowdsourced data in critical applications, researchers
have extensively explored approaches to improve the quality of gathered data [12]. While basic
approaches such as gold standard questions and qualification tests [18] are commonly used, they
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have inherent limitations which hinder their applicability. For instance, both of the aforementioned
methods are task specific and a requester needs to curate the questions or the tests for each task. In
addition, crowd tasks often lack ground truth information which makes the creation of gold standard
questions challenging. More robust approaches include observing the historic or recent performance
of the worker and subsequently estimating the worker’s task performance prior to assigning the
task [16, 24, 44, 60, 67]. However, in practice, these approaches are ineffective when there is limited
or no prior task completion records available. This is particularly problematic when considering
the influx of new crowd workers on a platform or one-time crowdsourcing tasks/campaigns. Hence,
in our work, we seek to develop a task assignment method which is not based on a worker’s prior
records and which can be applied across a variety of crowdsourcing task types.
As a single crowdsourcing task is often organised as a collection of sub-tasks or questions of the
same task (e.g., translating 50 sentences), task assignment can be further dismantled into two steps:
initial task assignment and subsequent question assignment. While task assignment aims to match
workers with different types of tasks, question assignment focuses on selecting questions for the
worker. The literature shows that crowdsourcing tasks vastly differ in terms of their complexity,
required skills, expected time commitment, and allocated payment [15, 26]. Thus, task selection
becomes increasingly relevant as the number of tasks and workers available on a crowdsourcing
marketplace increases. On the other hand, prior work shows workers often struggle to find compatible
or desirable tasks on marketplaces [9]. To match workers with suitable tasks, we investigate the
task assignment problem for heterogeneous tasks and use the cognitive skills of crowd workers to
predict task performance. Apart from cognitive skills, researchers have also studied the effect of
many different worker characteristics like location [43, 63], age [43], personality [42, 49], mood [68]
and technical skills [51] on crowd task performance. However, using a worker’s cognitive ability
for task assignment has a number of benefits over these approaches, such as being straightforward
to measure [28], difficult to fabricate [14], and applicable to many task types [29, 36].
Goncalves et al. [29] first showed that cognitive ability can be a good predictor of crowd tasks
performance. In addition, recent work by Hettiachchi et al. [36] on Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk)
shows that online cognitive test performance is correlated with crowdsourcing task performance.
Further Hettiachchi et al. [36] propose a model that uses the executive functions of the brain [14] to
explain the relationship between cognitive tests and crowdsourcing tasks. However, in their study,
workers completed all the cognitive tests and crowdsourcing tasks in a single task unit (i.e., a HIT or
Human Intelligent Task in MTurk) which lasts for more than 40 minutes on average. The study does
not involve dynamic task routing, but instead conducts an offline analysis of the results. Further, they
do not present a system or a framework that demonstrates how cognitive tests can be used to assign
tasks or compare the results with any existing task assignment methods. In contrast to the prior
work, our experiment replicates typical crowd work conditions where workers have the flexibility to
decide on the number of questions they wish to complete and questions are organised into HITs that
can be completed in a short time period.
In this paper, we present ‘CrowdCog’, a real-time online task routing framework that uses cognitive
test scores to assign or recommend crowdsourcing tasks to workers. We deploy our study on MTurk
and match four different crowdsourcing tasks to workers using the results of five cognitive tests.
We show that using our proposed task assignment method, workers are significantly more accurate
when compared to a baseline generic task assignment strategy. We also show that workers perform
better when following our recommendations instead of selecting the tasks to complete on their
own. Further, we compare the performance of our method to a state-of-the-art question assignment
method [67] and a standard qualification that uses workers’ task completion records. We achieve
either similar or better task accuracy through our task routing method that does not use historical
data or involve any question selection within the task.
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RELATED WORK
Task Assignment

The literature presents a number of task assignment algorithms or frameworks that can be integrated
with or used in place of existing crowdsourcing platforms. They consider a variety of different quality
metrics (e.g., accuracy, task completion time) and implement one or more quality improvement
techniques (e.g., gold standard questions [18], removing erroneous workers [44]) to enhance these
quality metrics. The primary motivation behind each assignment method can also be divergent. For
example, some methods aim to maximise the quality of the output (e.g., [23, 61, 67]) while other
methods attempt to reduce the cost by achieving a reasonable accuracy with a minimum number of
workers (e.g., [44]). Task assignment can be further classified into either heterogeneous task assignment
and question assignment.
2.1.1 Task Assignment with Heterogeneous Tasks. As crowdsourcing platforms contain a variety of
tasks (e.g., sentiment analysis, classification, transcription), heterogeneous task assignment focuses
on matching different task types with workers. Heterogeneous task assignment can be particularly
useful in cases where ‘expert’ workers must be allocated for more difficult tasks [38].
There is limited prior work on heterogeneous task assignment in crowdsourcing. Ho and Vaughan
[38] propose a method based on the online primal-dual framework, which has been utilised for
different online optimisation problems. In the study, researchers use three types of ellipse classification tasks to account for different expertise levels and use a translation task to simulate different
skills. However, their approach assumes that the requester can immediately evaluate the quality of
completed work. This vastly limits the applicability of their approach in a real-world crowdsourcing
problem. Ho et al. [37] further investigate heterogeneous task assignment in classification tasks with
binary labels. However, for the assignment, they use gold standard questions of each task type to
estimate the accuracy of the workers.
Assadi et al. [4] studied the task assignment from the requester perspective. They propose an
online algorithm that can be used by a requester to maximise the number of tasks allocated with a
fixed budget. In a different approach for task assignment, Mo et al. [52] apply a hierarchical Bayesian
transfer learning model. They use the historical performance of workers in similar or different type
of tasks to estimate the accuracy for the new tasks. Their experiment with a real-world dataset shows
the effectiveness of the proposed approach when transferring knowledge from related but different
crowd tasks (e.g., questions on sports vs makeup and cooking). However, their real-world evaluation
is limited to a single scenario with one source task and one target task. Difallah et al. [16] also propose
a system where tasks are allocated based on worker profile data such as interested topics captured
from a social media network. The general applicability of this method raises numerous practical and
ethical considerations.
While a number of studies have investigated the online task assignment problem, many of them
have evaluated only using synthetic data (e.g., [4, 37]). Our study involves a large number of crowd
workers and replicates the conditions of typical crowdsourcing platforms.
2.1.2 Question Assignment. Unlike heterogeneous task assignment, the general online task assignment problem has been widely studied in the context of ‘question assignment’. In question assignment,
which is also often referred to as ‘task assignment’ (e.g., [44, 67]), the aim is to find the most suitable
set of questions from the same task for a given worker.
Zheng et al. [67] propose a task assignment framework, ‘QASCA’ that uses expectation maximisation on either accuracy or F-score. They experimented on MTurk with five task types including three
variants of sentiment labelling of tweets, entity resolution using product descriptions, and selecting
which was published earlier from two given films. The method is primarily proposed for multiple
Proc. ACM Hum.-Comput. Interact., Vol. 4, No. CSCW2, Article 110. Publication date: October 2020.
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choice questions with a single correct label. QASCA is shown to outperform several other methods
including CDAS [48], AskIt! [7], MaxMargin (selecting questions with the highest expected marginal
improvement) and ExpLoss (selecting questions based on the expected loss).
‘CrowdDQS’ is a dynamic task routing mechanism which examines voting patterns and selectively assigns gold standard questions (explicitly verifiable questions) to workers with the aim of
identifying and removing workers with poor performance in real-time [44]. The proposed system,
which integrates seamlessly with Mechanical Turk, was shown to reduce the number of votes
required to accurately answer questions when compared to a round-robin assignment with majority voting. According to the study results, even though CrowdDQS is better than the Expectation
Maximisation-based QASCA at worker accuracy estimation, the task accuracy gain is similar.
Fan et al. [23] introduced another dynamic framework named ‘iCrowd’ that uses a graph-based
estimation model to assign tasks to workers with a higher chance of accurately completing the task.
They also consider the task similarity when estimating worker accuracy. In another example, Saberi
et al. [61] propose a statistical quality control framework (OSQC) for multi-label classification tasks
which monitors the performance of workers and removes the workers with high error estimates
at the end of processing each batch of tasks. They propose a novel method to estimate the worker
accuracy which uses gold standard questions and a plurality answer agreement mechanism. We note
that in their evaluation with crowd workers on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, they simulate the past
error rates of workers who completed the task, by using a standard normal distribution.
While the literature suggests that these frameworks can produce positive results, their applications
are limited for several reasons, such as the fact that these methods have been developed for specific
types of crowd work (e.g., [61]) and implemented or tested with a specific crowdsourcing platform
(e.g., [44, 61, 67]). One other limitation with regard to benchmarking different methods is the lack
of an established crowdsourcing task dataset that spans into different types of crowd tasks.

2.2

Effect of Worker Attributes

When looking at task or question assignment from the workers’ perspective, many other worker
attributes have been shown to have an impact on crowd task performance. For instance, personality
type of the worker is known to be related to the accuracy in relevance labelling tasks [42, 43] and
when working in groups [49]. Location of the worker has a significant impact on the task accuracy
in content analysis [63] and in relevance labelling [31, 32, 43]. While these studies do not attempt
to match workers to tasks based on the said attributes, the results imply that using these approaches
is feasible. However, there are inherent difficulties in integrating worker attributes into a task assignment system. Certain attributes like demographics are self-reported by workers. Comprehensive
personality tests are time-consuming and there is a possibility for workers to manipulate the outcome.
Also, less competent crowd workers tend to overestimate their performance in self-assessments [25].
Previous work has also shown that it is possible predict task performance based on worker behaviour for worker pre-selection [24, 34, 60]. In content creation and information finding tasks,
Gadiraju et al. [24] classify workers into five categories using behavioural traces from completed
HITs. The study demonstrates that significant accuracy improvements could be achieved by selecting
workers to tasks based on given categories. Rzeszotarski and Kittur [60] examined the way workers
complete HITs by extracting user activity like mouse movements, scrolling activities, and key-strokes.
Their model can successfully predict output quality in content generation, classification and comprehension tasks. Han et al. [34] reported a similar relationship between worker behaviour and content
quality in annotating tasks. However, analysing worker behaviour observed over a considerable
time period does not provide the utility we aim to achieve through brief cognitive tests.
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Cognitive Ability and Tests

The compatibility between job requirements and the respective worker, and the agreement between job expectations of the worker and the job specifics are two key aspects of the Person-Job
fit theorem [46]. This person-job match is known to result in numerous benefits in different work
environments such as enhanced job performance, and satisfaction and motivation [19]. Therefore,
organisations often seek to achieve a high person-job compatibility for their positions and use a wide
variety of performance measures like cognitive ability, personality, general knowledge, emotional
intelligence, and work experience [62].
Human cognitive ability has been long identified as an indicator of performance in education [8]
and at work [5]. Psychological tests like Stroop [50], Simon [39] and Corsi Block [47] are often
used to capture and measure the cognitive ability and are widely used in medical and psychological
research [14]. Many of such tests have also been implemented online as test kits or collections like
Test My Brain [28] and Cambridge Neuropsychological Test Automated Battery (CANTAB) [59]. In
a study that uses Test My Brain, Germine et al. [28] show that it is viable to conduct cognitive tests
on the web. Further, Crump et al. [10] conducted a study where crowd workers in MTurk platform
were asked to complete cognitive tests such as Stroop, Flanker and Attention Blink. They show that
results do not differ from lab-based studies and that it is feasible to use crowdsourcing platforms
for such behavioural experiments.
In this study, we aim to use short online cognitive tests to capture the cognitive skills of crowd
workers, and use the test outcome to predict their crowd task performance.

2.4

Impact of Cognitive Ability on Crowd Task Performance

Previous work by Eickhoff [20] and Alagarai Sampath et al. [1] indicate the possibility of using
cognitive tests for crowdsourcing task assignment. The study by Eickhoff [20] investigates cognitive
biases, a closely related trait to cognitive skills. Cognitive biases are known as systematic errors in
thinking and can impact peoples everyday judgements and decisions. Literature also reports that
cognitive skills can help people avoid cognitive biases [65]. The study shows that cognitive biases
negatively impact crowd task performance in relevance labelling. Furthermore, Alagarai Sampath
et al. [1] examined the cognitive elements in crowd task design. The study shows that reducing the
demand for cognitive work, such as tasks involving visual search and working memory, could lead
to higher overall task accuracy.
Goncalves et al. [29] first examined the possibility of using cognitive tests to predict the crowdsourcing task performance using a lab study. While the study reports promising results, it uses a set of
time-consuming and paper-based cognitive tests from ETS cognitive kit [21] that are not practical for
an online setting. A recent study by Hettiachchi et al. [36] investigates the effect of cognitive abilities
on crowdsourcing task performance in an online setting. The work leverages the three executive
functions of the brain (inhibition control, cognitive flexibility and working memory) [14] to describe
and model the relationship between cognitive tests and crowdsourcing tasks. The study conducted
on MTurk with the participation of 102 workers shows that there is a significant correlation between
the cognitive test and crowdsourcing task performance. Further, they use multiple models to predict
the task performance and show that a worker selection based on predicted scores could lead to better
task accuracy.
Our work builds on this prior work as we aim to present an online dynamic task assignment framework that uses cognitive test results to estimate the worker performance, and assign the workers
to suitable tasks.
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STUDY

Next, we detail our experimental design starting with a description of the cognitive tests and crowdsourcing tasks used in the study. Then, we describe the proposed task assignment method, followed
by details of the system architecture and study deployment.
3.1

Cognitive Tests

We use five cognitive tests similar to those used in a previous study by Hettiachchi et al. [36]. A
description of each cognitive test is provided below, followed by Figure 1 which shows an example
of each test. Results from these cognitive tests are used to inform worker task assignment.
3.1.1 Stroop Test [50]. Stroop test is one of the classical cognitive tests that evaluate the human
ability to overpower the prepotent response to words. In this test, participants encounter three types
of trials (incongruent, congruent and unrelated). In incongruent trials, participants see the name
of a colour displayed in another colour (e.g., the word “blue” written in a “green” colour as shown in
Figure 1). For congruent trials, the name of the colour matches the display colour. In unrelated trials,
words displayed are non-colour words. In each trial, the participant needs to ignore the meaning
of the word and respond to the colour of the word by pressing a key. Stroop effect states that people
are less accurate and slower in incongruent trials when compared with congruent trials.
3.1.2 Eriksen Flanker Test [22]. Similar to Stroop test, Flanker test also measures inhibition control
but uses a different element. Here, we present 16 trials with two types of images that show five arrow
symbols. Congruent trials show all arrows in same direction (e.g., >>>>>) whereas incongruent
trials show arrow in the middle in opposite direction (e.g., <<><<). We ask participants to focus
on and respond to the symbol in the centre. For the Flanker test, literature reports an effect similar
to the Stroop test.
3.1.3 Task Switching Test [53]. As shown in Figure 1, in the task switching test, participants see
a letter and a number in one of the four squares in a 2×2 layout. In each trial, participants need to
respond to one of the two questions; ‘is the letter a vowel?’ or ‘is the number even?’ depending on
the position the stimuli appearing on the grid. Two types of trials are present in this test. Repeating
trials let the participant answer the same question as the previous trial whereas switching trials force
participants to change the question from the previous trial. There are 16 trials with 8 of each type.
3.1.4 N-Back Test [55]. N-Back test measures the working memory of individuals by asking them
to keep track of a series of stimuli. We use the 3-Back version of this test with 16 trials and letters
appearing at each trail as shown in Figure 1. Participants are asked to decide if the current letter
matches with the one they saw 3 trials ago.
3.1.5 Self-ordered Pointing Test [58]. Pointing task tests participants ability to remember a sequence of recent actions. Here, we present 5 trials. In each trial, participants see 3 to 12 squares
randomly distributed but identical in size. At any given time, a single square contains a reward.
Participants are required to click one square at a time, without repeating until the reward is found. At
each click, visual feedback indicates if the reward is found. The reward switches to a different square
each time its found and the trial ends when the reward has shifted to all the squares in the trial.
Each cognitive test measures one of the three core executive functions of the brain as detailed
in Table 1. Inhibition control is the conscious or unconscious restriction of a process or behaviour,
particularly of impulses or desires. Working memory is the ability to hold information in memory
and mentally work with it. Cognitive flexibility or Switching is the ability to adapt behaviours in
response to changes in the environment and is often associated with creativity [14, 54].
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Fig. 1. Examples of each Cognitive Test
Table 1. Cognitive tests and primary executive function they measure [14]

Executive Function

Cognitive Test(s)

Inhibition Control
Cognitive Flexibility
Working Memory

Stroop and Flanker
Task Switching
N-back and Pointing

We provide instructions as well as an example before each test to aid workers. Apart from the
pointing test, each trial in all tests is set to expire in 3.5 seconds. This important measure ensures
that workers do not pause the test and prevents them from getting distracted while completing the
test. We record accuracy and response time for each trial in the Stroop, Flanker, Task Switching,
and N-Back tests. For the Pointing test, we gather the number of errors and the mean response time
for trials in each round. Additionally, we record and use the trial type to calculate the test effect for
Stroop, Flanker and Task Switching tests (e.g., in Stroop test, the difference in accuracy between
congruent and incongruent trials is called the Stroop effect related to accuracy).
3.2

Crowdsourcing Tasks

We chose four different crowdsourcing tasks for our experiment. These tasks have been carefully
curated based on a crowd task taxonomy [26] and task availability [16] from prior work to be representative of typical tasks available in crowdsourcing platforms. Counting and sentiment analysis
tasks were originally utilised by Goncalves et al. [30] and Goncalves et al. [29]. Each crowdsourcing
task has multiple unique questions with varying complexity. Both sentiment analysis and counting
tasks have 12 questions each while classification and transcription tasks have 9 questions. We also
note that these tasks represent different answer types like multiple choice and text input. The tasks
can be seen in Figure 2.
3.2.1 Item Classification. This is a multiple choice question with one or more possible correct
answers. Each question contains a painting sourced from The Metropolitan Museum of Art1 or
Flickr2 where all images are licensed for public use. Workers are given a list of four items and
are asked to verify if the items are visible in the painting. Paintings depict a variety of styles
that span into different continents. We use the following equation to calculate the accuracy for
each question 𝑞 with a set of 𝐴 answers provided
by a worker and a set of 𝐶 correct answers.
Í
1, if 𝑎 ∈𝐶 
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 (𝑞,𝐴,𝐶) =𝑚𝑎𝑥 0, 𝑎 ∈𝐴 |𝐶1 | ×{ −1,
otherwise
3.2.2 Counting. The counting task presents workers the challenge of counting malaria-infected
blood cells in a petri dish which also contain regular blood cells. Images we use in the task were
generated using an algorithm to contain varying numbers of infected and regular blood cells. When
1 https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection
2 https://www.flickr.com
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workers provide a response 𝑎 accuracy for each question 𝑞 of this task with single correct answer

|
.
𝑐 is calculated from 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 (𝑞,𝑎,𝑐) =𝑚𝑎𝑥 0,1− |𝑎−𝑐
𝑐
3.2.3 Sentiment Analysis. In this labelling task, workers determine the sentiment of a given
sentence witch could be either ‘positive’, ‘negative’ or ‘neutral’. Task contains two types of sentences.
The sentiment of straightforward sentences like “My friends think the price is too expensive” can be
easily classified. Other sentences like “Absolutely adore it when my bus is late.” are more challenging
due to context or language specifics like sarcasm. When a worker provides an answer 𝑎 to a question
if 𝑎=𝑐
𝑞 with a correct answer 𝑐, we use 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 (𝑞,𝑎,𝑐) = { 1,0, otherwise
to calculate the accuracy.
3.2.4 Transcription. The transcription task presents workers with an image that contain several
text elements. Workers require to recognise and type the text content in a provided text box. We
use image segments from The George Washington Papers at the Library of Congress [64] 3 . Due
to the time and individual variations in handwriting, selected images have varying complexity.
To obtain the accuracy for each question 𝑞 with a correct answer 𝑐 and response 𝑎, we calculated
Levenshtein distance (𝐿𝐷) [11] between the response string and the ground truth and used the


2×𝐿𝐷 (𝑎,𝑐)
equation 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 (𝑞,𝑎,𝑐) =𝑚𝑎𝑥 0,1− 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ
(𝑐) .

Fig. 2. Examples of Each Crowdsourcing Task

3.3

Task Assignment

3.3.1 Problem. Here, we define the task assignment problem we attempt to solve in this work.
Assume that we have a set of tasks 𝑇 = {𝑡 1,..,𝑡𝑘 } and a set of workers 𝑊 = {𝑤 1,..,𝑤𝑚 } where |𝑇 | = 𝑘
and |𝑊 | =𝑚. Each task 𝑡 may contain an arbitrary number of questions. In order to maximise the
overall quality of the data we gather, for each worker, we aim to assign the task 𝑡 ′ where the worker
is more likely to produce results of better quality.
The problem we attempt to address in this work is slightly different from question assignment
in crowdsourcing, which is also often referred to as ‘task assignment’ (e.g., [44, 67]). Crowd tasks
usually contain several sub-tasks or questions in each task. For example, consider the case shown in
Figure 3. There are three tasks (e.g., triangle, square and circle) with each task having four questions.
When a worker requests a task, the aim of the task assignment is to select the most suitable task
(e.g., circle). Once a task is selected, the question assignment determines the specific question(s) that
should be allocated.
3 https://www.loc.gov/collections/george-washington-papers/about-this-collection
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Fig. 3. Task assignment vs Question assignment

We propose two task assignment methods based on cognitive skills of crowd workers. In our
first approach “CrowdCog-Assign” we aim to select and assign the optimum task for each worker
as determined by our method. Our second approach “CrowdCog-Recommend” is a more relaxed
approach where we provide workers with our task recommendation and let them select the task
they want to work on. To help readers understand our proposed methods, an overview of the two
proposed methods is provided in Figure 4. Here, green coloured elements in dashed line are exclusive
to the CrowdCog-Recommend method while blue coloured elements in dotted line solely represent
the CrowdCog-Assign method.

Fig. 4. Flow chart of CrowdCog-Assign in blue dotted line and CrowdCog-Recommend in green dashed line.

3.3.2 CrowdCog-Assign. We introduce a set of cognitive tests, 𝐶 = {𝑐 1,..,𝑐𝑙 } where |𝐶 | =𝑙 with each
test measuring one of the three executive functions (inhibition control, cognitive flexibility, and
working memory). We also define two parameters that determine the size of each task unit (i.e., HIT
in MTurk). The maximum number of cognitive tests to be included in each HIT, 𝐶𝐻 𝐼𝑇 _𝑀𝐴𝑋 and the
maximum number of questions to be included in each HIT, 𝑄 𝐻 𝐼𝑇 _𝑀𝐴𝑋 .
For each task 𝑡 ∈𝑇 , we have a set of questions 𝑄𝑡 = {𝑞𝑡,1,..,𝑞𝑡,𝑝 }. For each of these questions, we
need to obtain an arbitrary number of votes or answers. For simplicity, here we assume all questions
in all tasks require a 𝑍 number of votes. We also need to keep track of the number of votes or answers
provided at a given moment. Lets define 𝑉𝑡 = {𝑣𝑡,1,..,𝑣𝑡,𝑝 } where 𝑣𝑡,𝑞 is the current number of votes
or answers received for the question 𝑞 in task 𝑡.
When a worker starts a HIT, we check if there are tasks available for the worker. This check is
based on two steps. First, we obtain a list of questions that still need to be answered. For any task
𝑡, an available question 𝑞𝑡,𝑗 is where 𝑣𝑡,𝑗 < 𝑍 . Second, for each question in the available question list,
we remove questions the worker has already attempted based on the worker task completion history.
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Then, we select the tasks that correspond to the remaining questions. At the end of this filtering step,
we have a list of tasks 𝑇 ′ that could be potentially assigned to the worker. If there are no tasks in the
list, we end the HIT with a message to the worker.
Then we assign cognitive tests for the worker. Here, we keep track of the cognitive tests the
worker has already completed 𝐶 𝑤 and first obtain a list of tests the worker has not completed yet
(𝐶 − 𝐶 𝑤 ). Then, we randomly assign a 𝐶𝐻 𝐼𝑇 _𝑀𝐴𝑋 number of tests or the total number of tests if
|𝐶 −𝐶 𝑤 | <𝐶𝐻 𝐼𝑇 _𝑀𝐴𝑋 . If the worker has already completed all the cognitive tests, we skip this step and
directly move to task prediction. Following the cognitive test assignment, the worker will complete
all the assigned tests and upon completion, the system will receive the results. Once we receive
the cognitive test results we attempt to assign a task to the worker. Task prediction is based on the
model and the relationship between cognitive tests and crowdsourcing tasks proposed by Hettiachchi
et al. [36]. We use individual random forest models for each task with parameters number of trees
set to 1000 and features selected at each split to 3.
Based on Table 1 and Table 2 and from prior work, we already know the set of cognitive tests (𝐶 𝑡 )
that a worker needs to complete in order for us predict the accuracy of that worker for a particular
task 𝑡. For instance, if a worker has completed all the cognitive tests related to Cognitive Flexibility
(e.g., Task Switching), we can predict the accuracy for Transcription task using our model. Likewise,
we predict the accuracy of all the available tasks for the current worker𝑇 𝑤 . Then for each task 𝑡, if the
predicted accuracy, 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 𝑤,𝑡 for worker 𝑤 is higher than the pre-determined threshold 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦𝑡0 ,
we consider that task as a candidate for the assignment. Finally, we select a task from the possible
assignments. In our study, we select a random task from the candidate list to best replicate a real-life
crowd-market scenario where workers would be allowed to attempt many tasks that they qualify
for as based on the results of a common set of cognitive tests. Therefore using our model, we can
find the task that should be assigned to the worker as detailed in the Algorithm 1.
Table 2. Relationship between Crowdsourcing Tasks and Cognitive Tests [36]

Crowd Task

Significant Features

Related Executive Functions

Classification

Pointing (Accuracy)
Flanker (Resp. Time)
Stroop (Accuracy)

Inhibition Control
Working Memory

Counting

Flanker (Effect Accuracy)
Pointing (Resp. Time)
Stroop (Accuracy)

Inhibition Control
Working Memory

Sentiment
Analysis

Stroop (Resp. Time)
Instructions (Resp. Time)
Flanker (Effect Accuracy)

Inhibition Control

Transcription

Task Switching (Accuracy)
Task Switching (Effect Accuracy)

Cognitive Flexibility

Following the task assignment, we select the questions to be assigned to the crowd workers. For
this purpose, we also keep track of the number of answers still required for each question to avoid
redundant labels. The worker then completes the assigned questions. As the final step, we collect
the responses for questions, record them and mark the HIT as submitted in the Amazon Mechanical
Turk platform.
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𝐶 𝑤 ← Set of cognitive tests completed by worker 𝑤
𝑇 𝑤 ← Set of available tasks for worker 𝑤
𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 ← The task assigned for the worker 𝑤
input :𝐶 𝑤 ,𝑇 𝑤
output :𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒_𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 ← ∅; 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 ← ∅;
foreach 𝑡 ∈𝑇 𝑤 do
if ∀𝑐 (𝑐 ∈𝐶 𝑡 ∩𝐶 𝑤 ) then
𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 𝑤,𝑡 ←𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡 (𝑐);
if 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 𝑤,𝑡 > 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦𝑡0 then
𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒_𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 ←𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒_𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 ∪{𝑡 };
end
end
end
if 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒_𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 is not ∅ then
𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 ←𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 (𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒_𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠)
end
Algorithm 1: Task assignment based on cognitive test results

3.3.3 CrowdCog-Recommend. A key restriction in the proposed CrowdCog-Assign assignment
strategy is that it does not let workers select the tasks they want to work on. While this may have
a positive impact on the performance, in certain cases, a crowdsourcing platform might still prefer
to provide workers with the flexibility of selecting their own tasks. To allow for this, we propose
the CrowdCog-Recommend method.
For this approach, we follow a similar process as the CrowdCog-Assign method until tasks are
predicted from cognitive test results. As we finish iterating over tasks in𝑇 𝑤 , we return 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒_𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 without selecting a single task (See Algorithm 1). Instead of assigning the task, here we
present workers with our task recommendation and ask them to select the task they want to work
on. After task selection, the rest of the process is identical to the CrowdCog-Assign method.
3.4

Study Conditions

The study was conducted under five conditions as described below.
• Baseline: In the baseline, workers select the task they want to work on and the questions are
randomly assigned by the system. The baseline is comparable to the task assignment in a
generic crowdsourcing platform like MTurk.
• CrowdCog-Assign: The proposed method where tasks are directly assigned based on the cognitive test performance and questions are assigned randomly.
• CrowdCog-Recommend: The proposed method with tasks recommended using cognitive test
results. Workers see the recommendation but still have the liberty to choose any task. Questions
are assigned randomly.
• QASCA: We compare with QASCA proposed by Zheng et al. [67]. Under QASCA, workers select
the task but questions are assigned based on Expectation Maximisation. We chose QASCA as it
has been shown to perform better when compared to four other methods CDAS [48], AskIt! [7],
MaxMargin and ExpLoss.
• History-based: Under this method which uses historical data, task and question selection
is similar to the baseline. However, workers are allowed to attempt tasks only if they have
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previously completed 1000 HITs in the platform with an approval rate of 95% or above. This
worker selection criteria is widely utilised by researchers and the literature reports a significant
increase in data quality when selecting workers with a high approval rate and a high number
of HITs completed [57].
We deployed all four tasks under these conditions. As QASCA is originally proposed for multi-label
questions with a single correct answer, we were not able test transcription task which gathers text
input. Also under QASCA, we had to transform the answers for counting tasks into three labels
using a bracketing method as suggested in the prior work [56]. For classification task which contains
multiple correct labels, we only considered a single option when evaluating with QASCA.
For CrowdCog-Assign and CrowdCog-Recommend conditions, each HIT contained a maximum
of 2 cognitive tests (𝐶𝐻 𝐼𝑇 _𝑀𝐴𝑋 = 2) as we need results from at least two cognitive tests to make a task
assignment or a recommendation (See Table 2). Each HIT also included a maximum of 3 questions
(𝑄 𝐻 𝐼𝑇 _𝑀𝐴𝑋 = 3) to be consistent with the study design of prior work [67] and to ensure we can equally
distribute all questions within a task (our tasks contain either 12 or 9 questions). For the evaluation, we
set the threshold for task assignment (𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦𝑡0 ) at a modest 50% accuracy of each task. This threshold
can be adjusted by the requester depending on the urgency of the data collection and available funds.
Each condition was deployed in MTurk at independent iterations. Each iteration was deployed
during the same time window on weekdays. Using a qualification, we prevented any worker from
attempting tasks in more than one condition. We only allowed workers from the United States and
workers were compensated at the rate of $0.4 (USD) for each HIT. The payment was decided based on
the time estimations gathered from our pilot study and the highest state minimum wage of the United
States $13.25. Workers were compensated with a bonus payment of $ 0.2 (USD) for each cognitive
test they completed in addition to the tasks. We ensured the bonus payment is issued for cognitive
tests even when no tasks were assigned to the workers. For all conditions except history-based, we
did not employ any additional worker selection criteria like approval rate. The research is approved
by the ethics committee of our university. When participants accepted their first HIT from our study,
they were also required to accept an informed consent form in order to continue the study.
We built our system primarily using Python (Django Framework). The system was hosted in a
standalone server and workers accessed tasks through the external task function in MTurk. The
experiment was presented to the worker through a popup window that automatically submits the HIT
at the end. Several elements that allow for this seamless integration with the MTurk platform were
extended from PsiTurk, an open platform for building experiments on MTurk [33]. For the creation
of cognitive tests, we also used jsPsych, a JavaScript library for running behavioural experiments
in a web browser [13].
4

RESULTS

In our study, a total of 574 workers completed 983 task units (HITs) across five conditions. Completed
HITs accounted for 838 cognitive tests and 1,703 answers for crowdsourcing tasks. On average
workers spent 2.95 minutes on HITs that contained crowd tasks and 2.98 minutes on HITs that
contained both cognitive tests and crowd tasks. For the analysis, we use task accuracy as the primary
evaluation metric which is calculated as described under the crowdsourcing tasks section (Section 3.2).
4.1

Cognitive Test Validation

Participant responses collected for the three cognitive tests can be validated using the difference
in trial accuracy and response time between different types of trials. For example, a one-sample
Wilcoxon signed rank test shows that the difference in accuracy (𝑀 = 0.13, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.22) between congruent and incongruent trials in Stroop test is significantly higher than 0 (𝑉 = 3377.5, 𝑝 < 0.001) whereas
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a one-sample t-test shows the difference in response time (𝑀 = −196.68, 𝑆𝐷 = 258.67) is significantly
lower than 0 (𝑡 (183) = −10.31, 𝑝 < 0.001). Similarly, the difference in accuracy (𝑀 = 0.25, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.39)
was significantly higher than 0 (𝑉 = 4761.5, 𝑝 < 0.001) and response time (𝑀 = −97.20, 𝑆𝐷 = 236.93)
was significantly lower than 0 (𝑡 (171) = −5.38,𝑝 < 0.001) for the Flanker test. In the Task Switching
test, difference in accuracy (𝑀 = 0.01, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.20) and response time (𝑀 = −17.61, 𝑆𝐷 = 378.65) between
switching and repeating trials are not significantly different from 0 as opposed to the Stroop and
Flanker tests. The difference in direction follows the findings from prior literature [22, 50, 53].
4.2

Task Recommendation

For tasks completed under the CrowdCog-Recommend condition, we analyse the difference in
accuracy between two cases. First, under No Recommendation, workers attempt a task when there
is no task recommendation given from the system. Second, under Attempt Recommended, workers
attempt a task that was recommended by the system. Figure 5 shows that workers performed better
when attempting recommended tasks when compared to other tasks. A Wilcoxon rank sum test
shows that task accuracy for Attempt Recommended case is significantly higher when compared
to the No Recommendation case (𝑊 = 21034, 𝑝 < 0.01). We also note that workers were more likely
to accept a recommendation. In our CrowdCog-Recommend setting, workers were presented with a
task recommendation in 89 HITs. Workers opted to work on a recommended task in 61 HITs (68.53%).

Classification

Counting

Transcription

Sentiment Analysis

Accuracy

90
80

No Recommendation

70
Attempt Recommended
60
50

Fig. 5. Accuracy and Standard Error for each task for the task recommendation conditions

4.3

Task Assignment

Number of
Cognitive Tests
Completed

Under the CrowdCog-Assign setting, 239 unique workers initiated our HIT and 63 (35.80%) of them
were assigned to one or more tasks. Out of 176 workers who were not assigned to tasks, 156 (88.60%)
workers did not attempt more than a single HIT which includes only 2 cognitive tests. In Figure 6
we observe that as workers completed more cognitive tests, they were more likely to be assigned to
a task. We validate this observation through a Chi-squared test (𝜒 2 = 85.39,𝑝 < 0.001). Further, when
considering workers who completed all five tests, 72% of them were assigned to at least one task.

5
No Tasks Assigned
4
1 or more Tasks Assigned
2
0

25

50

75

100

Percantage of Workers

Fig. 6. Variation in task assignment against the number of cognitive tests completed
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Comparing CrowdCog to Other Methods

We analyse and compare the performance of proposed CrowdCog methods with three other conditions: baseline, QASCA and history-based method. For CogCrowd-Assign we also included the
answers obtained under attempt-recommended of CogCrowd-Recommend.
We report a significant improvement in the accuracy of the workers compared to the baseline.
As the study comprises of tasks accounting for both discrete and continuous accuracy values, our
data does not pass the Levene’s test for homogeneity of variance and Shapiro-Wilk normality test.
Hence, we use Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test and report a significant difference in accuracy (𝜒 2 = 32.37,
𝑝 < 0.01, df = 4) among five conditions. Further, we conduct a post-hoc analysis via Dunn Test
with p-values adjusted with the Benjamini-Hochberg method. Results show that when compared
to the baseline, the accuracy is significantly higher in the CrowdCog-Assign method (𝑍 = −4.17,
𝑝 < 0.01) as well as in the CrowdCog-Recommend method (𝑍 = −2.51, 𝑝 = 0.02). While accuracy of
CrowdCog-Assign method is significantly higher when compared to QASCA (𝑍 = −2.64, 𝑝 = 0.02),
there is no significant difference in accuracy between history-based method and CogCrowd-Assign
(𝑍 = 1.11, 𝑝 = 0.27). Figure 7 visualises the mean accuracy and standard error values for all the tasks
across the baseline and proposed methods. Accuracy values are also summarised in Table 3.

Sentiment Analysis

Counting

Classification

Transcription
Baseline

Accuracy

80
70

CrowdCog
Recommend

60

CrowdCog
Assign

50

QASCA

40

History
based

Fig. 7. Accuracy and Standard Error of tasks

Table 3. Task Accuracy across conditions

Condition
Sentiment Analysis
Counting
Classification
Classification 𝑎
Transcription
𝑎

Baseline
58.3
57.8
65.0
64.2
69.5

CrowdCog
Rec. Assign
78.7
69.9
66.2
78.0
62.4

82.9
72.9
76.6
85.6
70.3

QASCA

History
based

79.0
43.4
67.8
71.6
-

82.4
71.7
75.2
80.0
84.7

Accuracy calculated considering only a single option to be comparable with QASCA

Figure 8 shows the mean response time in seconds for each task across three conditions. Although
workers appear to be generally faster in our CrowdCog-Assign condition for most tasks, we do not
observe any statistically significant difference in terms of response time across conditions.
To examine whether we have collected a sufficient number of responses for the tasks, we observe
the variation in accuracy as we gather participant answers. Figure 9 shows that the accuracy is
relatively stable after we accumulate 50% of the answers for sentiment analysis, counting, and
classification tasks.
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Fig. 9. Task accuracy against the answers completed

4.5

Cost Analysis

Accuracy

Our study included 42 questions across four tasks (Counting - 12, Classification - 9, Sentiment Analysis - 12, Transcription - 9) and we collected 9 answers for each question under different conditions.
Here, in order to analyse the costs, we consider the order in which we received these answers and
calculate the task accuracy by aggregating a varying number of answers. Figure 10 shows that
fewer answers with CrowdCog-Assign method is sufficient to outperform the baseline with a larger
number of answers. Next, we present a cost analysis where we only consider the first 3 answers for
CrowdCog-Assign method and compare it against the baseline with 9 answers.

70
Baseline

60

CrowdCog−Assign
50
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Number of answers per question

Fig. 10. Variation in task accuracy against the total number of answers aggregated

We show in Figure 11 that for all the tasks, the accuracy obtained from 3 answers per question
under CrowdCog-Assign method is still higher than the accuracy from baseline with 9 answers per
question. We calculate the total cost for 42 questions under the two conditions. First, under baseline,
the cost is straightforward. As each answer costs $0.13 (workers were payed $0.4 for a HIT containing
3 questions), the total cost for obtaining 9 answers each for all the questions is $0.13×9×42 = $49.14.
Second, under CrowdCog-Assign method, the cost for all the answers would be $0.13×3×42 =
$16.38. The additional cost for cognitive tests depend on the number of workers required for the
task. We estimate the number of workers needed to obtain 3 answers, based on the number of
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Fig. 11. Task accuracy with first 3 answers of each question from CrowdCog-Assign vs 9 from baseline

workers completed the study under this condition providing 9 answers for each question (174) and
their cognitive test completion rates. The results show that 72.8% of workers completed only a
single HIT (2 cognitive) tests, 6.3% completed two HITs (4 cognitive tests) and 20.9% completed
three or more HITs (all 5 cognitive tests). Therefore, we determine the cost for cognitive tests
174× 39 × (0.728×2+0.063×4+0.209×5) ×$0.2 = $31.93. Hence, the total cost for CrowdCog-Assign
method adds up to $48.31 in total. From Figure 11 and the calculated costs (Baseline $49.14 and
CrowdCog-Assign $48.31), we show that the proposed CrowdCog-Assign method is capable of
producing better results than the baseline at the same cost. While QASCA and history based methods
do not result in additional costs, unlike CrowdCog, history based methods are not applicable for new
workers and QASCA requires task specific calculations at each HIT submission.
5
5.1

DISCUSSION
CrowdCog Task Assignment

Crowdsourcing literature identifies task assignment in crowd platforms as one of the research
foci [45]. Appropriate task assignment has many positive outcomes. From the perspective of a task
requester, data quality can be increased while reducing the number of required labels, maximising
cost-benefit. In the absence of task assignment, workers can find it challenging to locate appropriate
tasks and tend to prioritise recently posted or new tasks, as well as tasks with the most number of
HITs [9]. This also leads to requesters repeatedly posting the same task and flooding the platforms
to attract workers [6]. If a platform is able to assign workers with compatible tasks, it will benefit
workers by reducing the time and effort needed for task search and increasing worker satisfaction
by achieving better person-job fit [19].
While numerous task assignment methods have been proposed, we note several shortcomings such
as the inability to cater for a wide range of tasks (e.g., [37, 44, 67]), and reliance on prior task records
or external data (e.g., [16, 24, 52, 60]). Concerning the validation of these previously introduced
assignment methods, many evaluations are limited to synthetic data (e.g., [4, 37]), one or two tasks
(e.g., [52]), or an offline analysis as opposed to online dynamic task assignment (e.g., [24, 29, 36, 60]).
Our results indicate that when compared to the baseline (workers select the task without any
recommendations), the proposed CrowdCog-Assign method (tasks assigned based on worker’s cognitive test performance) produces significantly more accurate results. This increase in worker accuracy
ranges from 5% to 20% across a variety of different task types. We also show that our method which
works with new workers can achieve similar results compared to a widely used worker qualification
that relies on historical data. In addition, the history-based method aims to restrict the available worker
pool to a limited subset of workers who generally perform well across tasks. In contrast, we show
that our method can successfully match workers to different types of tasks. Under CrowdCog-Assign,
72% of the workers who completed all five cognitive tests were assigned to at least one task.
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We highlight that the proposed method is straightforward to implement and can be practised by
both task requesters and platforms. However, a platform-level implementation could yield greater benefits. Once worker cognitive test results are captured, they could be utilised to assign many tasks. We
highlight several factors that should be considered. First, as the cognitive ability of a worker could vary
over time [17], cognitive tests should be repeated at a reasonable frequency. When repeating tests, the
pool of tests would ideally consist of multiple tests for each executive function (e.g., Stroop, go/no-go,
Simon and many other tests for Inhibition Control [14]) as well as variants of the same test (e.g., Stroop
Test [50]) to ensure workers do not get familiarised with tests. Nevertheless, as cognitive tests include
fast-paced time-restricted trials, workers would find it difficult to manipulate the outcomes [10] when
compared to other task-independent approaches that could work without historical records such as
demographics [63], personality tests [42] and self-assessments [25]. Second, when finding the relevant
cognitive test for a particular task that does not relate to any of the tasks examined in our work, future
researchers will have to identify the related executive functions of the task. They can replicate the
approach detailed by Hettiachchi et al. [36] to build a hypothesis based on broad literature on human
psychology. Alternatively (or in addition), a pilot implementation that includes three cognitive tests
representing three executive functions can be used to determine what executive functions relate well
to specific tasks. Once the relevant executive functions are identified, it is straightforward to determine
the relevant cognitive test [14]. Third, an accuracy threshold needs to be set (see Algorithm 1) for each
task before assigning tasks. This could be achieved via a pilot task set or using values based on our work.
The threshold could also vary depending on the urgency of data collection. A lower threshold will
result in an increased data collection rate but a lower accuracy increment as compared to the baseline.
Naturally, crowd task requesters are cautious of the additional costs that can be associated with
more complex task assignment methods or quality control mechanisms [2, 35]. For the majority of
common methods, such as gold standard questions and qualification tests, this additional cost is
repeated for every new task. We supplement our study with a cost analysis to emphasise that cognitive
tests could be incorporated in a crowdsourcing marketplace without increasing the potential costs. As
shown in Figure 10, a reduction in the total number of answers required when applying our method
compensates for the additional expenses required for cognitive tests. Further, when compared to the
number of questions we have in our tasks (12 or 9), a typical crowd task has a sufficient number of
questions [15, 41] to account for the additional amount requesters need to invest on cognitive tests.
5.2 Task vs Question Assignment
As the end goal of data quality improvement in crowdsourcing could be achieved through both
task and question assignment, we argue that our comparison with question assignment methods
is important. Question assignment methods also represent a large portion of rigorous frameworks
proposed in the literature [12]. Based on the results of our study, we establish that the performance
of our method is better or similar to the state-of-the-art question assignment methods. When considering the performance of the counting task, we observe that the task accuracy for QASCA is not
significantly different from the baseline. Each question in the counting task has a single numeric
input which we transformed into three groups using bracketing to apply expectation maximisation.
This is the probable reason for the sub-par performance. Although prior work on QASCA suggests
bracketing for handling questions with numeric input, they only experiment with multiple choice
questions with a single correct label [67].
Another important consideration when using a real-time task assignment method is the impact
on performance. If we deploy a sophisticated question assignment method such as QASCA, we
need to carry out certain calculations at the end of each HIT which typically contains one or a few
questions. This accumulates to a high demand for computational power when we consider the task
completion rate in a standard crowdsourcing platform [15]. Therefore, unless the requester maintains
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a third party resource that can calculate real-time scores, it can be quite challenging to implement
a question assignment method like QASCA within a crowdsourcing platform. Our method provides
a less computationally costly solution by reusing the worker cognitive test results for estimating
performance for a variety of tasks.
Further, we note that our method could be used along with any question assignment method.
For instance, a platform could implement our proposed method for task selection and use any of
the question selection methods for question selection. While such a fine-grained task assignment
implementation would be complex and computationally intensive, it could potentially increase the
accuracy even further.
5.3

Task Recommendation

While task assignment aims to maximise the overall performance, it is important to consider potential
negative consequences for the workers in terms of agency. In crowdsourcing, ‘self-identification
of contributors’ [40] or workers’ liberty to attempt a task they prefer is deemed important. Thus,
task recommendation is often considered a more flexible alternative to task assignment [27]. Our
work shows that the use of task recommendation based on cognitive skills still achieves significantly
higher task performance when compared to the baseline. Prior attempts on task recommendation in
crowdsourcing mainly rely on user-provided profile data, feedback collected from previous tasks [3],
or worker task browsing history [66]. Also, Geiger and Schader [27] in a review of crowdsourcing task
recommendation systems, identify the lack of an online analysis as a major drawback of the previous
studies. In our study, we apply an online empirical analysis which shows that task recommendation
based on workers’ cognitive ability can lead to higher data quality when compared to a baseline of
worker task selection.
In addition to the positive task recommendations applied in this paper, future work could potentially indicate negative task recommendations for tasks that are not recommended for a worker.
This will allow workers to distinguish between tasks that are not recommended for them based on
cognitive tests and tasks for which we are unable to make a prediction.
5.4

Limitations

We acknowledge several limitations of our study. First, many online task assignment frameworks
often experiment with synthetic data to validate the proposed methods (e.g., [4, 37, 61]). A handful of
these studies have complemented the synthetic study results with a small scale real-time deployment
on a platform like MTurk (e.g., [44, 67]). However, because our results are based on cognitive tests, we
only validate our method using a real-world deployment albeit with a high number of crowd workers.
Unlike synthetic studies, real-world deployment limits our ability to extensively explore different
parameter configurations. Second, we do not compare with any of the heterogeneous task assignment
methods [4, 52]. This is mainly due to the incompatibility with our study setting and complexity in
implementation of such proposed methods. However, we do compare with state-of-the-art question
assignment methods.
6

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we study the heterogeneous task assignment problem through a novel and online assignment and recommendation method. We propose the use of short online cognitive tests for dynamic
task assignment in a crowdsourcing platform across a variety of tasks. We built the CrowdCog system
by integrating our novel task assignment and recommendation framework with MTurk. We evaluate
the system using a real world study involving 574 crowd workers and 983 HITs across four tasks. Our
study compares the proposed task assignment and task recommendation methods with a baseline
generic task assignment and reports significantly higher task accuracy in both cases. We also show
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that the proposed methods are comparable in improving worker’s task accuracy when compared
to state-of-the-art question assignment methods as well as a standard history-based qualification. At
the same time, our method has a number of additional advantages, such as applicability to a variety
of different tasks, not relying on historical performance data, and a better person-job fit which has
been shown to lead to higher worker satisfaction [19].
Future work could explore a selection mechanism that takes into account the current task availability and cognitive test completion of the worker to further enhance the efficiency and productivity
of the proposed method. Furthermore, once we have a list of eligible tasks for a worker, we randomly
select a task from the list as opposed to the use of an optimised selection method. While this selection
is less likely to impact the accuracy, an informed selection at this stage could further improve the
efficiency of the data collection process. However, as both these enhancements dependent on various
factors, future work in this domain will require a carefully crafted study design to account for the
added complexity. In addition, a longitudinal study which investigates the frequency with which
the cognitive tests should be repeated and the strategies for reusing cognitive tests will further
strengthen the applicability of our findings.
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